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Equity market
This month, we are revisiting an idea we first mentioned in our May report: the ecology of markets.
Financial markets are complex, dynamic systems with intricate global networks, much like an ecological
system. So, it is a helpful framework for relating the investment implications of distant, or seemingly
unrelated, shifts in trends, standards or behaviors.
Since May, we have had a flurry of conversations regarding the potential long-term behavioral changes
that the COVID-19 experience may engender. One such “conversation” is an email from our global CEO
sent just this morning that highlighted some of his own changing behaviors and consumption patterns,
and succinctly noted that the implications for markets hinge on whether this is a short, exogenous shock
or whether a new world will emerge. Several personal conversations have focused on a strong desire for
greater adaptability, resilience and durability. My behaviors and consumption patterns have changed in
ways that reflect those same notions. In particular, food production and distribution have been more top of
mind, driven both by a focus on food virus safety and a heightened awareness from our current station in
an agricultural community. Collectively, these conversations inspired the question of whether those
changing behaviors can meaningfully shift a global economy built for speed and convenience to one more
local and durable. Two recent food production articles caught my attention, and this month we relate
those systems to the broader economic ecosystem and implications for equity investors.
Both articles cover the mass production and distribution of poultry and eggs. In “A Warning from the
Chickens of the World”, the author connects a reliance on mass-produced food to an increased
vulnerability to pandemics, starting with the Bird Flu that struck Asia in the late-90s. The numbers cited
when describing poultry production are fascinating:
By the wonders of genetics and intensive breeding for specific traits, the fiercely wild stock of
jungle fowl had been transformed into something that could grow faster, more uniformly, and by
some standards, more efficiently. Between 1961 and 2017, world poultry meat production
increased from 9 million to 122 million tons and egg production shot up from 15 million to 87
million tons. Since most of us experience a sort of cognitive dissonance when we see chickens
and tons in the same sentence, let me rephrase this. In 1961, there were just over 3 billion
people and just under 4 billion chickens in the world. In 2020, as I write this, about 7.7 billion
people are jostling and shouting for space here, along with more than 20 billion chickens.1
Being able to more adequately feed the global population is objectively better. However, risk is increased
by the centralization and concentration of the current systems that deliver that nutrition. The systems
inherently lack diversification. In the name of efficiency and protecting narrow margins, supply chains
became geographically concentrated and constrained to a few specialist suppliers at each step. As noted
by the author, “in ecology—which is to say, in a world where everything is, sooner or later, connected to
everything else—there are costs and trade-offs.”1 Our markets are, sooner or later, connected to
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everyone else’s. So, even if you’re not interested in where your eggs come from (or eating chicken at all),
you’re probably still experiencing the interconnectivity because you can’t get the machinery, appliance,
tool, outdoor game or toy, shoes, baseball cards or whatever you seek at the price and on the timeline
you previously expected, if at all. The supply chain was a carry trade—we made trade-offs for speed,
convenience and cheapness at the cost of tail risk. When carry trades in securitized markets (2007-2008)
and options markets (2018) had a tail event, those strategies were then heavily scrutinized and modified.
It would be callous not to apply the same scrutiny to how the current market—as a complex dynamic
system—delivers essential goods and services and short-sighted not to expect change.
Our scrutiny is currently focused on potential
winners and losers of a shift toward more
localization and resilience. Our initial findings
are that this goes beyond a view of consumer
staples versus consumer cyclicals, although
sector performance through the early portion of
the COVID-19 crisis has been as you would
expect.

Sector Performance

The typical underperformance of consumer
discretionary into the equity drawdown was
broad-based within the sector, yet the
outperformance and multiple re-rating during
the rebound was driven largely by Amazon.
Source: Bloomberg, data as of July 14, 2020.
Amazon is 44% of consumer discretionary and
trades at approximately 80x forward earnings, which complicates relative value analysis across sectors.
Instead, we must begin to look at sector constituents. Staples includes Pepsi, Coke and Wal-Mart, which
have shown to be adaptable and resilient, but it also includes Mondelez, General Mills and Archer Daniels
Midland, companies with supply chains epitomized by the same risks associated with the poultry example
above. Meanwhile, Home Depot and Nike are prominent consumer discretionary names. Yet in a new
world of increased resilience and self-reliance, one would expect elevated, steady demand for DIY
supplies and at-home sports and exercise equipment. The index and sector definitions available broadly
to equity investors mirror the globalization and concentration built into commerce itself. If we anticipate
that businesses and supply chains may be refined, then we may need also to anticipate how passive
investing is defined (and there may be opportunities to position accordingly).2
Another recent article covered proposed legislation to modify so called factory farms. It began with a story
from Cory Booker’s campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination where he visited a Midwestern
farm and included this anecdote:
They used to sell their cows to five different companies, which meant if a buyer didn’t give them
a good price or demanded practices that compromised their cows or land, they could go to
another. But the industry had consolidated. Now there was one buyer, and that buyer controlled
everything.3
The same day I read that article, I saw the quip, “They should just rename the index the S&P 5”, noting
the consolidation of not just industries but also entire indices. Charts illuminating the dominance of
Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft and Google are ubiquitous. Those few stocks put a shiny
performance veneer around otherwise struggling US large cap indices, and they absolutely dominate the
market cap distribution of index constituents. We highlighted this in our May report by showing the
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performance difference between cap weighted and equal weighted versions of the S&P 500 and
NASDAQ and remarking that such concentration means that a small shift in the market ecosystem can
have outsized effects. More explicitly, a stumble by one or more of those few names will have a relatively
large performance impact on the most liquid indices, with amplified implications for levered investors and
options markets.2
What might cause one of those giants to stumble? In addition to the factory farm reform mentioned
above—jointly sponsored by Cory Booker and Elizabeth Warren—the Democratic platform includes
possible legislation to reduce the power of mega-cap tech companies. This is not a new or revolutionary
insight, and it is more likely that you would like to read something—anything, just one piece, please—that
doesn’t touch on US politics. But according to PredictIt, a betting market for political outcomes, Biden has
a 60% chance of defeating Trump, which matches the odds currently placed on Democratic control of the
Senate.3 We know from experience that much can change between now and November, but the
continued explosive outperformance of FAAMG does not seem to discount a Democratic sweep and
relatively near-term disruption to those business models. Instead, investors continue to play a game of
chicken with historically concentrated exposure to these stocks.

Equity volatility
Although the headline index levels for the S&P 500 have stabilized over the past month and realized
volatility has fallen, broad measures of the equity option market remain stubbornly elevated.
At-the-money implied volatility is approximately 25% for the entire listed maturity term structure, while key
additional measures of risk such as skew remain crisis-like. This is further embodied in the entire VIX
futures term structure currently at or above 30%, including for longer dated contracts.2
For clients who have a discretionary risk
budget for long equity replacement and a
greater tolerance for tracking error, we
want to highlight that longer-dated skew
offers attractive upside versus downside
exposure. In addition to the historically
wide skew levels, synthetic exposure
carries attractively priced forwards as a
result of funding and interest rate
differentials versus implied dividends. For
example, one can structure costless
collar overlays maturating in December
2021 that sell a 92% Put to buy a 105%
Call. With a wider tolerance band, one
can sell an 84% Put to buy a 110% Call.
Both offer unlimited upside and substantial
downside protection.

3m SPX 100% Implied Volatility

Source: Bloomberg, data as of July 14, 2020.

Rates market
The reflationary tone that drove the back-end of the Treasury curve to bear steepen in the first half of
June faded just as quickly as it appeared. Political upheaval, coupled with an uptick in COVID-19 cases
and deaths in the US have pushed long-end rates back towards the lower-end of the range despite data
showing signs of economic recovery.
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After the June Fed meeting, the 30-year Treasury rate reached 1.57. Rates began grinding lower as data
was mixed and COVID-19 hotspots began popping up again. New home sales jumped 16.6% higher, but
the next day’s mortgage application data showed a -8.7% decrease. Despite the strong NFP numbers,
continuing claims have remained fairly steady at 19.5 million (only a 1 million drop from a month ago),
which is a concern as economists expected that number to drop much more quickly with reopenings.
Rates took another leg lower as crude oil dropped -5% in one session and investors steadily bought the
long-end, particularly in Asia, on the 20-year reopening bull flattened the curve. The 30-year Treasury
rate closed out June at 1.41, the same level as in May.2
Treasury rates

U.S. Rate environment
Index (%)

7/14/2020

1-month
ago

3-months
ago

1-year
ago

Fed Funds
Rate

0.25

0.25

0.25

2.50

2-year

0.16

0.19

0.22

1.86

5-year

0.29

0.33

0.42

1.89

10-year

0.62

0.70

0.75

2.14

30-year

1.31

1.46

1.40

2.66

Source: Bloomberg, data as of July 14, 2020.

Source: Bloomberg, data as of July 14, 2020.

Positive data in first week of July led to fleeting selloffs that barely lasted more than a few hours before
the long-end settled back to unchanged on the day. Consumer confidence surprised to the upside, as did
ISM Manufacturing, which came in at 52.6, the highest level since April 2019 and the first print above 50
since February. Nonfarm payrolls once again showed gains significantly above consensus. The new jobs
number printed at +4.8 million in June (versus 3.23 million consensus) and the unemployment rate
dropped to 11.1% from the prior month’s 13.3% level. Labor force participation rate actually increased in
June, which may have contributed to the -1.2% drop in average hourly earnings. In the wake of the
employment release, the 30-year rate spiked to 1.47 before rallying back to end the holiday shortened
week at 1.43. Fed chair Powell met with House Financial Services Committee without any real updates.
He continued to stress that the economic future is “extraordinarily uncertain” and dependent on containing
the spread of the virus.5
The June FOMC minutes were released and contained discussions of “Yield Curve Targets” – the Fed
intervening to keep a cap on rates. But the consensus was that more research into the cost and efficacy
would be needed before that would be considered, and, more importantly, as long as their forward
guidance remains credible, YCT would most likely not be necessary. Rates traded sideways the following
week leading up to the 30-year auction. The positive data the prior week, coupled with the record
reopening notional of $19 billion, led to many market participants putting on long-end steepeners in both
swap and Treasury space. Early morning headlines, however, saw many cutting their losses and the
curve bull flattening as the Supreme Court ruled that Manhattan prosecutors could continue pursuing
President Trump’s tax returns and Florida COVID-19 cases showed that they had spiked to record levels,
potentially indicated they had reopened too early. The auction stopped nearly 3 basis points through the
live level, further intensifying the rally as the 30-year rate closed out the day at 1.31.2
Over the weekend, COVID-19 cases continued to spike in several locations, prompting many states to
delay or even roll back some of their reopening timelines. California reclosed all indoor and outdoor dining
while LA and San Diego counties announced that their schools we be online only in the fall. If cases and
deaths continue to rise it will continue to hamper the economic recovery, so once again it feels like we
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continue to languish in a “let’s see where the country is at in a few weeks” limbo. Until sustained
reopenings and continuing declines in COVID-19 cases, it is difficult to see rates rising above the 1.60
ceiling we’ve been maintaining since mid-March.

Rates volatility
Range bound rates and a lack of delivered volatility saw implied rate volatilities continuing to grind lower,
particularly in shorter tails and short dated expiries across all tails. Any movement in rates, be it up or
down, that led to any pop in volatility was short lived as program sellers and fast money came out in
droves to hit any decent bids in the market. The only part of the surface that maintained a bid were longer
dated expiries in 30-year tails - it has seemed like every tail 10-years and lower remain pinned while the
Fed is on hold. 6m expiries now cover the November election and the Dec FOMC meeting, which helped
drive up interest.
Current implied volatility levels and change over one-month

Source: Citibank, data as of July 14, 2020.

But most of the outright buying has been from real money accounts looking for protection in case the
long-end moves lower. This buying has led to intermediate expiries on the right side starting to look
relatively rich, which has led to more fast money accounts initiating calendar spreads and buying forward
volatility on 30y tails. Both of these trades have kept longer dated volatility firm despite a lull in Formosa
issuance. The Fed minutes showed that while Yield Curve Targeting was discussed, it seems unlikely to
be an avenue they pursue, which caused a renewed interest in negative interest rate options on short
tails and seems to have created a floor on how low upper left volatility can go. Receiver skew continues to
trade rich to payer skew in both short and long tails.2
3m implied volatility

Source: Citibank, data as of July 14, 2020.

Payer / receiver skew

Source: Citibank, data as of July 14, 2020.
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Credit market
Throughout the first half of July, IG credit has rallied, with the Long Credit index spread tightening 12
basis points over the month and closing at 190 basis points on the 13th. In 1H20, there has been $150
billion in corporate bond downgrades to High Yield; however, market expectations for further Fallen
Angels has been revised downwards. The 2020 election has replaced COVID-19 as the primary cause for
concern for credit investors, as recent polls and betting markets in the US are beginning to show signs of
an increasing probability for a clean sweep by the Democrats.
The supply/demand dynamics continue to be
U.S. credit spreads
favorable in the IG market as the pace of
issuance has slowed and demand remains
robust. To date, supply has reached $24 billion
for the month of July, and for the year, we are
94.3% ahead last year’s pace. Although we
have experienced an unprecedented amount
of supply for the year, the pace of new
issuance is expected to slow in 2H20 and we
have seen strong domestic inflows as a result
of the Fed being a bond market participant.
Foreign demand continues to remain healthy
as well. As for 2Q earnings, consensus
Source: Bloomberg, data as of July 14, 2020.
estimates for US IG issuers call for Q2
earnings of -39% and Q2 sales growth of -10%
Year-over-Year. As recent economic data has surprised to the upside, analysts are forecasting
substantial earnings beats to the tune of ~8% and expecting positive forward guidance.2
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Views and opinions expressed herein are as of July 2020 and may change based on market and other conditions. The material
contained here is confidential and intended for the person to whom it has been delivered and may not be reproduced or
distributed. The material is for informational purposes only and is not intended as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or
other financial instrument or to provide any investment advice or service. Legal & General Investment Management America,
Inc. does not guarantee the timeliness, sequence, accuracy or completeness of information included. Past performance should
not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance and no representation, express or implied, is made regarding
future performance.
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